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How It Works

A new host cell line for the production of recombinant antibodies
has been developed through close collaboration between Lonza
and BioWa. The new cell line, Potelligent® CHOK1SV, combines the
advantages of Lonza’s proprietary GS System™ and industry-leading cell line CHOK1SV with the power of BioWa’s engineered glycosylation Potelligent® Technology.

Scientists at BioWa’s parent company, Kyowa Hakko Kirin.,
Ltd. (KHK), demonstrated that an antibody with a reduced fucose content in glycan moieties exhibited much higher antibody
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) activity compared to a
normally fucosylated antibody. It was confirmed that the mechanism behind the enhanced ADCC of a low-/no-fucose antibody
was its increased affinity to Fc γRIIIa (CD16), the major Fc receptor for ADCC in humans.
To take advantage of this, a CHO cell line was created with the
gene responsible for fucose addition (FUT-8) knocked out to
create Potelligent® CHO. Potelligent® CHO produces fucose-free
antibodies (Potelligent® mAbs) with enhanced ADCC activity.
To date, Potelligent® mAbs:

Mechanism of Potelligent® Technology with the FUT-8
gene knocked out to create fucose-free antibody.

— Exhibit enhanced ADCC activity even with the low-ADCC
allotype of CD16, overcoming CD16 polymorphism
— Exert potent cytotoxicity against low-density antigens
— Work efficiently in whole blood
— Retain desirable features of mAbs, such as Protein A binding
Several Potelligent® mAbs are currently in clinical trials.

Lonza’s CHOK1SV and the GS System™

Key Features

CHOK1SV was developed by Lonza to facilitate the creation of
recombinant CHO cell lines for the production of biotherapeutics
and to complement the power of the GS Expression vectors forming
a complete expression system.

— Adapted to grow in chemically defined, animal component-free
(CDACF) media
— Adapted to grow in single-cell suspension culture
— Exhibit good growth characteristics
– Reach high maximum viable cell concentrations
– Able to maintain cultures at high viability
— Capable of high productivity
— Easy scalability
— Established processes developed and widely used throughout
the industry
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These features enable highly productive and stable recombinant
cell lines to be rapidly created and moved through to cGMP scale
production in a seamless manner. Furthermore, the wide use of
the GS System™ throughout the industry makes it familiar to and
accepted by the regulatory authorities.
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Productivity in chemically defined, animal component-free GS-CHO bioreactor process. The majority of our customers using the GS System™ will achieve more than
2g/L yield at GMP scale.

Potelligent® CHOK1SV

Combining Manufacturability and Quality by
Design: Potelligent® CHOK1SV Cell Line

How to Access Potelligent® CHOK1SV

Following the successful development of the Potelligent®
CHOK1SV cell line by scientists at KHK and Lonza, the power of a
Potelligent® mAb is available with the industry standard GS Gene
Expression System™.

The new cell line is now available* as one of the options in Lonza
cell line construction offerings. Our scientific team has built up
considerable experience in the use of the cell line and it is compatible with all related Lonza platform processes.

The Potelligent® CHOK1SV cell line has similar properties to the
parental CHOK1SV cell line and has been shown to produce entirely
fucose-free antibodies with the expected ADCC enhancement.

We also offer flexibility for your in-house research and development use, in which various licensing packages are available for
both existing GS Gene Expression System™ license holders and
new customers.

Potelligent® CHOK1SV has undergone extensive trials in Lonza’s processes with a range of antibodies. A full range of protocols is available for the creation of highly productive cell lines.

* License required from BioWa, Inc. and Lonza

Advantages of Potelligent® CHOK1SV

Please contact our GS team for details and further assistance.
Tel +44 (0) 1753 777 000
GSLonza@lonza.com

— The Potelligent® CHOK1SV cell line retains the desirable
features of a high-productivity cell line (robust, high-yielding,
scalable)
— Proven bioprocess platform for CHOK1SV is repeatable in the
new cell line
— Antibodies produced by the new cell line:
– Can exert potent cytotoxic effects even when their target
		 antigen density is low
– Retain all the other desirable features of antibodies such as
		 Protein A binding
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Potelligent® CHOK1SK derived cell lines
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CHOK1SV derived cell lines

Evaluation of four Potelligent® CHOK1SV derived cell lines and two CHOK1SV derived cell lines, all producing the same antibody, in 10 L fed-batch bioreactor culture.
In Lonza’s bioreactor process Potelligent® CHOK1SV demonstrated a similar range of growth and productivity characteristics to those achieved with the parental
CHOK1SV cell line.
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Effector: human PBMC

Potelligent® CHOK1SK
derived cell lines

Target: B-cell lymphoma Raji
37º C, 4 hr incubation, LDH release assay

The fucose-free antibodies produced by Potelligent® CHOK1SV show enhanced ADCC level compared to parental CHOK1SV cell line. Potelligent® CHOK1SV is already in use
with Lonza customers for development of therapeutic antibodies. The high productivity and enhanced antibody potency are expected to contribute to a significant reduction
in the cost of goods for an antibody-based drug.
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The information contained herein is believed to be correct and corresponds to
the latest state of scientific and technical knowledge. However, no warranty
is made, either expressed or implied, regarding its accuracy or the results to
be obtained from the use of such information and no warranty is expressed
or implied concerning the use of these products. The buyer assumes all risks
of use and/or handling. No statement is intended or should be construed as a
recommendation to infringe any existing patent.
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